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Abstract

The implicit LU-SGS solver has been imple-
mented in the code Edge to accelerate the conver-
gence to steady state. Edge is a flow solver for
unstructured grids based on a dual grid and edge-
based formulation. LU-SGS has been combined
with the line-implicit technique to improve con-
vergence on the very anisotropic grids necessary
for the boundary layers. LU-SGS works in par-
allel and gives better linear scaling with respect
to the number of processors, than the explicit
scheme. The ordering techniques investigated
have shown that node numbering does influence
the convergence and that the native orderings
from Delaunay and advancing front generation
were among the best tested. LU-SGS for 2D Eu-
ler and line-implicit LU-SGS for 2D RANS are
two to three times faster than the explicit and
line-implicit Runge-Kutta respectively. 3D cases
show less acceleration and need a deeper study.

1 Introduction

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has be-
come a significant tool routinely used in the
aerodynamic design and optimization of aircraft.
CFD tools are used from the conception phase to
the production as preliminary tests of a specific
aircraft design. CFD simulations have largely
replaced experiments to provide aerodynamic

data. However, computing time can become
very costly, thus convergence acceleration tech-
niques are needed to speed up CFD solvers.

Edge [1] is a flow solver for unstructured grids
based on a dual grid and edge-based formula-
tion on node-centered finite-volume discretiza-
tion. Edge uses an explicit multistage Runge-
Kutta time integration solver [1] . Agglom-
eration multigrid (MG) acceleration speeds up
the convergence rate based on the Full Approx-
imation Scheme/Storage (FAS) [2] for nonlin-
ear problems. This is combined with the line-
implicit method [3] for RANS stretched meshes
and integrates implicitly in time along lines in
regions where the computational grid is highly
stretched.

Implicit schemes which mitigate the CFL
time-step limit of explicit schemes are becom-
ing more and more spread in the CFD field, for
reducing simulation time. The use of an explicit
or implicit scheme is considered when dealing
with problems solved by time- (or pseudo-time-
)stepping. The time-step will have an influence
either on the accuracy of the solution for time-
dependent problems or on the convergence to
steady-state for non-linear problems. This pa-
per considers computation of steady states and
focuses on the speed of convergence to steady-
state.

An Implicit Lower-Upper Symmetric Gauss-
Seidel (LU-SGS) [4, 5, 6] solver has been im-
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plemented in the code Edge. The LU-SGS ap-
proximate factorization method is attractive be-
cause of its good stability properties and lim-
ited memory requirement. The method consid-
ers a linearization which is inexactly solved by
a few steps of a symmetric Gauss-Seidel method
through a forward and backward sweep. A
proper matrix dissipation type block matrix im-
plicit operator has been defined [7] and controls,
by parameters in the artificial dissipation model,
contributions to the diagonal blocks of the sys-
tem matrix [6] to make them ”heavier”.

In this paper acceleration techniques are in-
vestigated and applied. The parallelization of
the code with the Message Passing Interface
(MPI) [8] is presented, followed by the study of
the effect of the node orderings [9] [10]. Then
a line-implicit method [3] is combined with LU-
SGS for stretched meshes.

2 Problem formulation

2.1 Governing Equations

The Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equations are solved by Edge in conservation
form for correct capturing of discontinuities such
as shock waves. The conservation-law form of
the Navier-Stokes equations concern the mass,
momentum and energy and can be formulated
as in Eq. (1).

∂U

∂t
+∇ · F = Q (1)

where U is the vector of the conserved

variables


ρ
ρu
ρv
ρw
ρE

 with E the total energy, ρ

the density, and u, v, w the velocities. The
pressure p is needed and computed from the
conserved variables. Moreover F = FI + FV ,
where FI is the matrix of the inviscid fluxes
and FV is the matrix of the viscous flux,

FI =


ρu ρv ρw

ρu2 + p ρvu ρwu
ρuv ρv2 + p ρwv
ρuw ρvw ρw2 + p

u(ρE + p) v(ρE + p) w(ρE + p)


FV =

0 0 0
τxx τyx τzx
τxy τyy τzy
τxz τyz τzz

(τW )x + qx (τW )y + qy (τW )z + qz



with W =

 u
v
w

 the primitive variables,

τ ij = µ
(
∂Wi
∂xj

+
∂Wj

∂xi

)
− 2

3µ∇W δij the stress ten-

sor, and q the conductive heat flux according to
the Fourier’s law.

The integral form of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions (Eq. (1)) over a control volume Ω con-
tained in the surface S reads as Eq. (2)

∫
Ω

∂U

∂t
dΩ +

∫
S

(FI + FV )ndS =

∫
Ω
QdΩ (2)

where n is the outward normalized normal
vector to S.

The control volume is defined by the so called
dual grid and surrounds each node of the gener-
ated grid, connected by edges. A surface nS is
given for each edge.

To the integral form (Eq. (2)) is applied a
finite-volume discretization, Eq. (3), to the con-
trol volume V0 surrounding the node v0.

d

dt
(U0V0) +

m0∑
k=1

F I0kn0kS0k

+

m0∑
k=1

F V0k
n0kS0k = Q0V0

(3)

with m0, the number of neighbors to node v0.

2.2 Implicit time-stepping

The resulting equations in Eq. (4) are dis-
cretized in time by the implicit (or Backward)
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Euler (“BE”) method to produce the final dis-
cretized system, Eq. (5).

V.
dU

dt
+R (U) = 0 (4)

V · U
n+1 −Un

∆t
+R

(
Un+1

)
= 0 (5)

The linearization of the residual R(Un+1) by
Eq. (6)

R
(
Un+1

)
≈ R (Un) +

∂R (Un)

∂U
∆Un (6)

leads to a linear system of the form Mx =
b, Eq. (7), to be solved approximately by an
iterative linear solver.

(
1

∆t
V +

∂R (Un)

∂U

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

M

∆Un︸ ︷︷ ︸
x

= −R (Un)︸ ︷︷ ︸
b

(7)

with

∆Un = Un+1 −Un (8)

and M and b are defined as the Left Hand
Side (LHS) and Right Hand Side (RHS) respec-
tively.

This implicit formulation approaches the
Newton method as 1

∆t → 0. In this sense one
can make assumptions about the convergence
when approaching a zero value for the residual
R where Newton’s method has a quadratic con-
vergence.

The implicit operator M can be constructed
for an optimized convergence rate without af-
fecting the solution limit Un, n → ∞. If A =
∂R(U)
∂U is the exact Jacobian, time-stepping be-

comes efficient because the spectrum of the lin-
earized system will be significantly compressed
compared to the original dynamic system. How-
ever this would require the storage and inversion
of a big matrix. Since the steady solution is inde-
pendent of M , we try to find a compromise be-
tween computational cost of producing M and
solving the system Eq. (7), and the loss of ac-
curacy by approximation and inexact solution,
[7].

Approximative methods for the construction
of the Jacobian for different space discretizations
are discussed in e.g. [11] and [12]. We have cho-
sen the LU-SGS iterative method to solve the
system. A special effort was previously made to
define a proper LHS operator independently of
the RHS for the best convergence [7]. A matrix
dissipation operator shown to be the most opti-
mized method offering parameters of freedom to
increase the diagonal dominance of the system
matrix and hence the linear convergence rate [7].
The following work is based on this first investi-
gation.

3 LU-SGS solver

LU-SGS is an iterative solver developed by
Jameson and Yoon [13], initially created for
structured meshes and later on for unstructured
meshes. It is almost matrix-free in the sense
that one does not need to store the whole ma-
trix but just access it by matrix-vector products
and only a sequence of small k×k linear systems
with k the number of unknowns per node needs
to be solved by Gaussian elimination.

The LU-SGS scheme is related to the Sym-
metric Gauss-Seidel (SGS) relaxation method.
First the block system matrix M is decomposed
into a block lower triangular part L, a block di-
agonal D, and a block upper triangle U as Eq.
(9). A block is the set of unknowns per node.

Mx = (L+D +U)x = b (9)

The SGS iteration is composed by sweeps,
backward and forward,

(D +L)x∗ = b−Uxn

(D +U)xn+1 = b−Lx∗ (10)

If one restricts the number of forward and
backward sweeps to one, the system simplifies
to Eq. (11) with an initial solution x0 = 0 ,
giving then the present LU-SGS iteration.

(D +L)x∗ = b,
(D +U)x1 = b−Lx∗ (11)

3
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Since the SGS iterations are done inside each
time-step, these are called inner or linear itera-
tions. The number of linear iterations is retained
as a tunable parameter. Moreover the imple-
mentation will focus on Eq. (10) with a minimal
memory requirement of the order of O(N).

4 MPI parallelization

4.1 LU-SGS analysis

Before considering the parallelization using MPI
we have to understand the data dependencies of
the solution algorithms. The data dependencies
are linked to the ordering of the unknowns and
equations. For Edge, the ordering is associated
with the graph of the grid so the ordering of
unknowns and equations follows from the node
numbering. Edge is parallelized by domain de-
composition, so the Gauss-Seidel iteration only
runs into trouble at inter-domain boundaries.
Figure 1 illustrates the parallelization issue for
a simple 1D case, with nodes numbered sequen-
tially along the line, and two processors. Inside
each subdomain, the algorithm runs without in-
terruption, but as seen in Fig. 1, during the
forward sweep, processor 2 cannot start to com-
pute on domain i until processor 1 has finished
updating domain i-1. In the backward sweep
processor 1 would have to wait for processor 2.

Figure 1: LU-SGS data dependency. 1D case

Analogous problems appear for any domain
decomposition. We understand then, that the
original LU-SGS algorithm does not parallelize
in a straightforward way by domain decomposi-
tion.

4.2 Implementation

Clearly we wish to retain the LU-SGS conver-
gence speed also after domain decomposition.

Parallelization of LU-SGS proceeds by proces-
sors not waiting for updated values. Sharov,
Luo, Baum and Löhner in [5] refer to this as
a hybrid approach to exchange interprocessor
data, and in the context of elliptic equations has
been called chaotic updating.

This parallel LU-SGS version has been imple-
mented as in Fig.2. The MPI data communi-
cation is executed after each forward sweep and
for multiple iterations also at the end of each
iteration after the backward sweep.

Figure 2: MPI LU-SGS parallelization

The degree of convergence deceleration suf-
fered by the proposed scheme compared to a se-
quential LU-SGS will be looked into in the par-
allelization of LU-SGS.

5 Ordering techniques

From the strong data dependency of LU-SGS
follows that the ordering of the nodes will in-
fluence the LU-SGS convergence. It is natural
to look for the optimal ordering, but it is very
hard to find for unstructured grids. The idea
has been then to limit the search to number-
ings which make geometric neighbor nodes have
small number differences. We start with variants
of methods developed for low fill-in in Gaussian
elimination on sparse matrices. In our setting,
which never creates the “big” matrix for elimi-
nation, such orderings would provide spatial and
temporal data locality which means to use data
closely stored in the memory (spatial locality)
or being reused as much as possible (temporal
locality).

The Cuthill-McKee (CM) algorithm [9]
groups by levels the nodes in the mesh. The
nodes are ordered by increasing order of de-
gree corresponding to the number of neighbor-
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ing nodes. Reversing the final CM ordering
produces the Reverse CM which may be the
most used profile reduction ordering method [9].
The choice of starting node is a degree of free-
dom, and we add a physical approach to CM by
first numbering the nodes along the boundaries,
namely the airfoil wall and the outer boundary.
The levels created will follow the desired starting
boundary as shown in Fig. 3 to make numbering
in layers.

Figure 3: Level structure from strong bound-
ary

6 Line-implicit LU-SGS

6.1 Definition

Another version of LU-SGS consists in combin-
ing the original LU-SGS implementation with
a line-implicit method. By this combination
we expect to improve the convergence in the
prismatic stretched grids needed for resolution
of boundary layers and wakes in RANS com-
putations. The line-implicit method [3] con-
sists in integrating the flow equations implicitly
in time along structured lines in stretched re-
gions of the grid, usually in the boundary layer.
Figure 4 shows the implicit lines (emphasized)
in the structured stretched area surrounded by
an unstructured grid. The lines are the edges
transversal to the prism layers.

The implementation of these combined
schemes results in splitting the linear system of
Eq. (7) into two parts. The first one corresponds
to the anisotropic part where the lines are de-
fined and the line-implicit method is applied.
The remaining part computes the isotropic part
by the original LU-SGS.

Figure 4: Implicit lines (emphasized) on
stretched grid

6.2 Algorithm

The matrix M is split as M = L + B + T ,
with T corresponding to the block upper trian-
gle U of the original LU-SGS, Eq. 9. The ma-
trixM is ordered such that B contains the block
diagonal and (possibly) blocksub- and blocksu-
per diagonals of the “implicit lines”. Nodes are
always strongly connected to nearest neighbors
but also, depending on the spatial discretization
scheme, to next nearest neighbors. This hap-
pens e.g. for the Jameson fourth order artificial
dissipation terms or the Roe scheme extended
to a High-Resolution scheme.

Figure 5 defines the block matrices L, B and
T whose dimensions vary with the size of the
line to be solved.

Figure 5: Linear system matrices definition

The line-implicit LU-SGS algorithm works
such that when B is only the block-diagonal it
solves by nodes with the original LU-SGS and
when B includes the blocksub- and blocksuper-
diagonals, LU-SGS is combined with the line-
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implicit method solving by lines.
The algorithm is line based in the sense that it

works through lines computations. However in-
side each line it computes by nodes as the orig-
inal LU-SGS, taking advantage of the sparsity
of the matrices. A line l can have a size nl > 1
(line-implicit) or be a single node nl = 1 (LU-
SGS). Initially a specific node ordering is created
[14] and Section 5, which consists in storing all
the lines followed by the remaining single nodes
of the domain. For each line to be solved, the
corresponding nl by z linear system block matri-
ces are constructed, with z ∈ [1 : Ntot] and Ntot

the total number of nodes in the domain. Each
kxk block in the matrix can be of size k = 5
for laminar 3D RANS problems or k = 6 for
3D RANS problems with Spalart-Allmaras one-
equation model. This system can be expressed
as a subset of the whole linear system (Eq. (7))
by the line indices l as shown in Eqs. (14) and
(15) and the Fig. 5. This linear system is solved
directly by LU decomposition.

In Eqs. (14) and (15) the line-implicit LU-
SGS algorithm is presented using the following
matrix annotations,

Bii =
Vi
4ti

+
∑

j∈N(i)

∂F ij

∂U i
(12)

{Lij , T ij}j∈N(i) =
∂F ij

∂U j
(13)

with N(i), the set of neighboring nodes of
node i.

The computations of Eqs. (14) and (15) ap-
ply to each line l of size nl or node if nl = 1.
The total number of lines is defined by Nl. It
can be noted that a computation by lines of one
node each, implies Nl=Ntot. 4U∗, 4Un and
4Un+1 are initialized to zero. The algorithm is
described inside an inner loop of Nswp sweeps.

For iter = 1 : Nswp

Forward sweep

For l = 1, 2, · · · , Nl

Bl4U∗l = −Rl −Ll4U∗

−T l4Un (14)

Backward sweep

For l = Nl, Nl − 1, · · · , 1

Bl4Un+1
l = −Rl − T l4Un+1

−Ll4U∗
(15)

n = n+ 1;

End iter;

7 Numerical Results

The convergence rate (residual decrease per
time-step) and residual decrease vs. wall clock
time are used for comparison with the Edge
standard scheme, the explicit Runge-Kutta
method. Multigrid acceleration and local time-
steps are used in both LU-SGS and Runge-
Kutta methods. The iteration number is the
number of time-steps, each including a MG-cycle
usually through three grid levels.

7.1 Ordering techniques

Structured meshes

The ordering from the generation of the struc-
tured single block 2D C-type mesh is lexico-
graphic. Figure 6, where the z-axis counts node
number, shows the ordering resulting from start-
ing along the wake and boundary airfoil wall and
ending at the outer layer of the C-type mesh.

Figure 6: C-type mesh

Figure 7 shows the convergence of the differ-
ent ordering techniques implemented based on
the CM algorithm compared to the lexicographic
ordering. The CM methods differ by the ini-
tial vectors which contain different sequences of
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node numbers and can have some sections re-
versed. These initial vectors preserve the pat-
tern from the lexicographic ordering method,
following the airfoil and wake. These similar
patterns give however slower convergences than
the lexicographic ordering (Fig. 7). It turns out
that many variations on this theme give non-
convergent iterations which are sensitive to the
starting vector of the CM algorithm.

Figure 7: Ordering techniques. C-type mesh

Unstructured meshes

Unstructured grids are usually generated by ad-
vancing front (AF) or Delaunay methods, and
we compare such orderings with the CM vari-
ants. The original ordering comes from an ad-
vancing front technique, Fig. 8, with the air-
foil in the center. The fronts start at airfoil
and outer boundary and advance, numbering
the points in the process, until collision as can
be observed by the free nodes remaining.

Figure 8: Advancing front ordering shape

Figure 9 illustrates the CM ordering path
starting at the airfoil (cf. zoom) and at the outer
boundary. As we can observe, CM follows ex-

actly the pattern creating level structures (Fig.
3)

Figure 9: CM ordering starting at the strong
boundaries

We can notice in Fig. 10 a), that the shapes
from CM and advancing front (Fig. 8) look al-
most identical. The difference is that the nodes
which are created when the advancing fronts
collide and seem ”randomly” numbered in AF
have been brought into the pattern by CM. This
cleaner technique, CM outer-wall, leads to sim-
ilar convergence acceleration than AF as shown
in Fig. 10 d). Other patterns as increasing x
coordinate have given slower convergence.

Figure 10: Ordering techniques. Shapes: CM
outer-wall (a), CM wall (b), increasing x (c).
Residual convergences (d)
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7.2 MPI parallelization

The results shown in Figs. 11 and 12 are for
inviscid transonic Mach 0.8 flow at 1.25◦ angle
of attack on 2D viscous mesh.

The extremely low degree of convergence de-
celeration suffered by the proposed scheme com-
pared to a sequential LU-SGS is shown in Fig.
11. This means that LU-SGS solver can be
parallelized with little ill effects on convergence
rate.

Figure 11: Residual convergence in iterations
for different number of processors. NACA
airfoil stretched mesh, 54K nodes.

Moreover Fig. 12 shows that LU-SGS scales
linearly with number of processors.

Figure 12: Residual convergence in time for
different number of processors. NACA airfoil
stretched mesh, 54K nodes.

The speed-ups obtained can be found in Fig.
13. The computations have been run for 3D
case with 1.7M grid points in RANS simulations.
Linear speed up is observed up to 32 processors.
LU-SGS shows better scalability than Runge-
Kutta because of the increased processor-local
work required by the linear algebra work.

Figure 13: Speed-up for RANS computations
in a 3D case (LANN wing), 1.7M points. 1-
312 processors.

7.3 Line-implicit LU-SGS

The combined line-implicit LU-SGS has been
run for 2D RANS turbulence model computa-
tions with 4 processors. The lines were com-
puted on the prismatic layer defined on Fig. 14.
Other line definitions by extending the stretched
lines outside the boundary layer or by creating
new lines outside the prismatic layer did not im-
prove the convergence. The creation of lines in
an isotropic mesh does not seem to make sense.
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Figure 14: Stretched lines in the prismatic
layer.

The efficiency of the combined solver is illus-
trated in Figs. 15 and 16. The convergence in
iterations is 10 times faster than the line-implicit
Runge-Kutta solver (Fig. 15) and 3 times faster
in time (Fig. 16). By increasing the number of
inner iterations or sweeps Nswp to 3, the conver-
gence rate increases by a factor almost of 2 com-
pared to one sweep indicating the convergence of
the linear solution scheme in line-implicit LU-
SGS.

The improvement with respect to the original
LU-SGS is relevant being 9 times faster in itera-
tions (Fig. 15) and almost 7 times faster in time
(Fig. 16). As expected for RANS meshes, ex-
plicit Runge-Kutta is clearly the most inefficiant
solver.

Figure 15: Line-implicit methods, conver-
gence in iterations. 2D RANS turbulence
model, 4 processors.

Figure 16: Line-implicit methods, conver-
gence in time. 2D RANS turbulence model,
4 processors.

7.4 Euler and RANS computations

2D and 3D Euler, RANS and turbulence model
computations have been run with unstretched
(Euler) and stretched (RANS) meshes. The
RANS mesh has a cell aspect ratio of 15,000
and a normal distance from the solid surface to
the first interior node of 10−6 chord length. The
number of grid points was of 16K and 54K in 2D
and of 226K and 1.3M in 3D, for unstretched and
stretched mesh respectively.

The results are shown in Figs. 17 and 18 be-
low. For 2D simulations Figs. 17 a) and 18 a),
LU-SGS has accelerated the convergence rate by
a factor of 4 or 8 respectively and the computing
time by a factor of 2 . 3D Euler cases Fig. 17
b) show no improvement; the increased conver-
gence rate is slower than for 2D and is compen-
sated by the increased computing time per step.
However for 3D RANS computations Fig. 18
b), line-implicit LU-SGS is almost twice faster
in time than line-implicit Runge-Kutta.

Computing times per step for inviscid, RANS
laminar viscous, and RANS with Spalart-
Allmaras turbulence model are shown in Table
1. The floating point work for LU-SGS as well
as the Runge-Kutta scheme is proportional to
the number of edges in the mesh graph and
one would expect these ratios to be indepen-
dent of spatial dimension, grid size, etc. But
they do depend on the hardware since the com-
pute/memory traffic ratio is different for the lin-
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ear algebra of LU-SGS and the flux computa-
tions that dominate the RK scheme.

Figure 17: Euler parallel computations on un-
stretched grid for NACA airfoil with 8 proces-
sors (a) and M6 wing with 4 processors (b).
Residual convergences in iterations (left) and
time (right).

Table 1: Time in seconds (s) per iteration
(It.); RANS on M6 wing 3D stretched mesh

Euler Laminar RANS

LU-SGS [time(s)/It.] 29.9 68.6 90

RK [time(s)/It.] 9.2 13.1 15.7

RATIO LU-SGS/RK 3.3 5.2 5.7

Table 2 summarizes the LU-SGS convergence
rates in decades of residual reduction per 1000 it-
erations. Different cases are considered, namely
Euler and RANS simulations for 2D and 3D
problems. LU-SGS solver shows to be most ef-
ficient for Euler computations. For RANS tur-
bulence model cases, the best performance has
been obtained with the combined line-implicit
LU-SGS method.

Figure 18: RANS turbulence model parallel
computations on stretched grid for NACA air-
foil with 4 processors (a) and CRM wing-body
with 72 processors (b). Residual convergences
in iterations (left) and time (right).

Table 2: Residual reduction in decades per
1000 iterations

Simulation
Decades /1000 It.

2D 3D

Euler (unstretched mesh) 23 8

RANS (stretched mesh)

Line-implicit LU-SGS 10 5

8 Conclusion

The overall conclusion is that LU-SGS does pro-
vide faster computation and scales better on
distributed memory machines than the original.
The LU-SGS iteration as multigrid smoother
does increase the convergence rate to steady
state for all the flow models tested: transonic
Euler, laminar Navier-Stokes, and RANS with
turbulence model. The runtime scales linearly
with number of processors and the chaotic up-
date scheme used to approximate the Gauss-
Seidel update seems to have no ill effects. There
are many parameters to tune but numerical ex-
periments have led to default settings which
seem robust. For 2D cases the wall clock time is
about halved to reach residual reduction by ten
decades compared to the explicit Runge-Kutta

10
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smoother. 3D cases give less acceleration and
the gain is essentially outweighed by the com-
putational effort spent on linear algebra. For
RANS computations with very thin cells on solid
boundaries, further acceleration can be obtained
by accurately solving the strongest couplings in
the linear system, i.e., in the prismatic mesh lay-
ers along the edges transversal to solid bound-
aries and wake mean surfaces. A combination
of the line-implicit technique with LU-SGS was
implemented. For 2D cases, this accelerated the
convergence by a factor of 10 in iterations and 3
in time compared to line-implicit Runge-Kutta.
3D cases were improved by reducing the com-
puting time by almost half. Node numbering
does influence the convergence. The native or-
derings from structured as well as unstructured
2D meshes generated by advancing fronts or De-
launay methods were, fortunately, among the
best tested. Further work is needed to improve
performance for 3D grids.
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